The Future of This Progress

Mr. Wm. Drago, architect of the
arrived at this Enterprise means
the opportunity for the Winn-
SCHOOL BUILDING.

feet and attractive school
with lawns, dowers and
school facilities.

The

he has ever seen.

estab-

its unequaled possibilities for
measure of success
which will more than repay the outlay of a dollar.

Sustain with your commendation an enterprise that weekly
visits thousands of homes and whose exertions is attracting the attention of the towns and cities abroad to the
many facilities and utilities of Winnfield and Winnipar.

Get copies of the Sentinel, send them to your friends or some industry seeking
a favorable location.

For the trouble and add new impetus to the spirit of progress.

Get the Sentinel. It is the official organ of the police jury and of the
school board of Winn.

It should find a home in every household. No family can
well do without the Sentinel who desires to keep posted on the most important
events transpiring in this section of North Winn.

The City Theatetum.
The familiar place of amusement has furnished the patrons with moving pictures, pictures,
dances and Winnfield and giving away prizes every night.

The management has transferred to L. C. Huncan, who has added new features that the Winnfield oil field is attracting
increasing interest and earning a day hope but that
visitors from abroad come here to
enjoy the hotel and conduct the management.

Mr. C. G. E. Hilt is building a

the cornerstone of the "Hilt"
building which will be erected, near the L.

depot. It is a temporary building and will be
used for the purpose of the hotel.

The building now in progress will be
the most complete and up-

to-date hotel on this space. The
improvement will be the
earliest proof of their hotel accom-

modation, which are now above and beyond any town of

A new building is being
completed on the north side of the street and an
extension of the building will be
completed on the south side of the street.

The Sentinel.
The Sentinel is now being published at
Winfield by Dr. H. H. Nunnley.

The editor of the Sentinel is
Mr. J. A. Hawley for the last

in Winfield and hopes to
continue the Sentinel in the
future.

This problem is the
patron of the Collins family
in Great parish. This property
was purchased at the handsome
figures of $2,500,000. These
investors in Winnfield will either
return the latter part of this
work for further in-depths
examination than 100,000. This will be
transferred to L. C. Huncan, who has added new features
that the Winnfield oil field is attracting increasing interest
and earning a day hope but that
visitors from abroad come here to
enjoy the hotel and conduct the management.

North Winnfield. This familiar place of amusement has furnished the patrons
with moving pictures, pictures, dances and Winnfield and giving away prizes every night. The management has transferred to L. C. Huncan, who has added new features. The Winnfield oil field is attracting increasing interest and earning a day hope but that visitors from abroad come here to enjoy the hotel and conduct the management.

The Sentinel is now being published at Winfield by Dr. H. H. Nunnley. The editor of the Sentinel is Mr. J. A. Hawley for the last

in Winfield and hopes to continue the Sentinel in the future. This problem is the patron of the Collins family in Great parish. This property was purchased at the handsome figures of $2,500,000. These investors in Winnfield will either return the latter part of this work for further in-depths examination than 100,000. This will be transferred to L. C. Huncan, who has added new features. The Winnfield oil field is attracting increasing interest and earning a day hope but that visitors from abroad come here to enjoy the hotel and conduct the management.